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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite simple group, and let C be a non-identity conjugacy
class of G. Write X(G, C ) for the undirected Cayley graph of G based on
the generating set C _ C&1; thus the vertices of X(G, C ) are the elements
of G, and two vertices x, y are joined if and only if xy&1 # C _ C&1. Define
the conjugacy diameter cd(G) of G to be the maximum diameter of all such
Cayley graphs as C ranges over all non-identity conjugacy classes. Thus
cd(G)=min {m : G= .
m
r=0
(C _ C&1)r
for all non-identity conjugacy classes C of G= .
In other words, if r=cd(G), and x is a non-identity element of G, then
every element of G can be expressed as a product of at most r conjugates
of x\1. Our main result, Theorem 1 below, provides an upper bound for
cd(G) for G a group of Lie type, which is linear in the rank of G.
Cayley graphs of simple groups have been studied in a number of papers,
for example [BKL, BS]. In [BS], Babai and Seress conjecture that every
connected Cayley graph of a finite simple group G has diameter at most
O(logc |G| ) for some constant c; Theorem 1 confirms this conjecture for the
special Cayley graphs under consideration in this paper.
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There is another interpretation of conjugacy diameter in terms of
association schemes. For a finite group G, with conjugacy classes C0=[1],
C1 , ..., Ck , define a commutative association scheme as follows (see [BI,
Example (2), p. 54]): the point set is G, and the relations are R0 , ..., Rk ,
where (x, y) # Ri if and only if yx&1 # Ci . This association scheme is
primitive (see [BI, 2.9]) if and only if G is simple. The nontrivial con-
stituent graphs 1i (i1) have edge-sets Ri ; if all arrows are deleted to
make the graphs undirected, the largest diameter of such a graph is cd(G).
Laci Pyber (private communication) has conjectured that for a general
primitive commutative association scheme on n points, the diameters of all
the constituent graphs are at most c log n for some absolute constant c, and
has proved this in some special cases. Our main result (Theorem 1 below)
provides a further slither of evidence for Pyber’s conjecture, since it shows
that conjecture to be true for the primitive association scheme defined as
above from a simple group G of Lie type.
There is a connection between cd(G) and the so-called covering number
cn(G) of the simple group G, which is defined by
cn(G)=min[m : G=Cm for all non-identity conjugacy classes C of G ]
(that such a number exists is elementarysee [AHS, 1.1]). Clearly
cd(G)cn(G). Covering numbers are known for alternating groups [Dv],
for sporadic groups [Zi], for the groups L2 (q) and 2B2 (q) [ACM], and
for the groups Ln (q) (q4, n3) [Le].
We now state our main results. For a simple group G of Lie type, the
untwisted rank of G is defined to be the Lie rank of the corresponding
untwisted groupfor example, the untwisted rank of both E6 (q) and
2E6 (q) is 6, and so on.
Theorem 1. If G is a finite simple group of Lie type, of untwisted rank l,
then
cd(G)8(5l+7).
In fact we obtain better bounds than this for many of the families of
groups of Lie type (see Lemma 2.1 in Section 2).
For G a group of Lie type, a lower bound for cd(G) which is linear in
the rank l of G can easily be obtained by consideration of the class of long
root elements in G. Recall that a long root element of G is an element of
order p (the characteristic of the underlying field) lying in the centre of a
long root subgroup. When G is a classical group, these are easily described
in terms of their action on the natural module for G: if G is special linear,
symplectic or unitary, the long root elements are transvections, while if G
is orthogonal they are elements of order p centralizing A= for some totally
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singular 2-space A. (For the purposes of this paper we choose to regard the
group Sp2l (2e) as an orthogonal group Bl (2e) rather than Cl (2e).) If G is
of exceptional untwisted type, then in the notation of [Ca2, Chapter 5],
the long root subgroups are conjugates of Xr for r a long root in the root
system of G. If G is of exceptional twisted type, a description of the long
root subgroups of G can be found in [Ca2, 13.6.3] (note that for
G= 2F4 (q), 2B2 (q), 2G2 (q), the long root groups have orders q2, q2, q3
respectively).
As an example of a lower bound for cd(G), observe that if G=Ln (q) and
C is the class of long root elements (i.e. transvections) in G, then dimension
considerations show that at least n members of C are required to generate G;
thus cd(G)n.
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following result, which gives an
upper bound for the class of long root elements. For g # G, define L(g) to
be the shortest length of an expression for g as a product of long root
elements.
Theorem 2. If G is a finite simple group of Lie type of untwisted rank l,
then L(g)5l+7 for all g # G.
Again, somewhat better upper bounds are obtained in the course of
the proof (see Section 1). However, the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2 are
probably far from best possible.
We prove Theorem 2 in Section 1 of the paper. The deduction of
Theorem 1 is carried out in Section 2; this is rather short, and uses various
arguments from the proof of [HLS, Theorem 2].
1. LONG ROOT ELEMENTS: PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let G=G(q) be a finite simple group of Lie type of untwisted rank l
over Fq , a field of characteristic p. Our principal technique in proving
Theorem 2 involves treating elements of G of increasing complexity, and
showing directly how to write them as products of long root elements,
using Bruhat decomposition. There is, however, an alternative approach,
which is character-theoretic in nature; since we shall use this from time to
time to supplement our main method, we begin by describing it.
Let C1 , ..., Cr be the conjugacy classes of G, with representative elements
g1 , ..., gr , and /1 , ..., /r be the irreducible characters. The number of ways
of writing gk as xy with x # Ci and y # Cj is
|Ci | } |Cj |
|G|
:
r
t=1
/t (g i) /t (gj) /t (gk)
/t (1)
.
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Given the character table of G, it is therefore possible to calculate which
classes occur in the product of Ci and Cj ; repeated use of this enables us
to determine the number of conjugates of a given element required to
express an arbitrary element of G. In fact, [AHS, 10.1] generalizes this
formula to deal with a product of m classes; as a particular case we see that
the number of ways of writing g as a product of m conjugates of gi is
|Ci |m
|G|
:
r
t=1
(/t (gi))m /t (g)
(/t (1))m&1
.
Thus to show that a given element g # G has L(g)m, it suffices to show
that this quantity is non-zero when gi is a long root element; this is used
in the proof of Lemma 1.5 below, while the result for an arbitrary element
gi is used at the end of the proof of Proposition 1.10.
We now begin the proof of our result. We start by treating the case
where G is untwisted; we define integers rG , sG , tG and nG=rG+sG+tG by
the following table, in which an entry ab indicates that the value is a if
p=2 and b if p{2.
G Al (q) Bl (q) Cl (q)( p{2) Dl (q) E6 (q) E7 (q) E8 (q) F4 (q) G2 (q)
rG l 2l+12l 2l&1 2l&4 7 9 10 106 75
sG 2l 2l 2l 2l 12 14 16 8 4
tG l l+2l+1 l+2 l 6 6 8 86 4
nG 4l 5l+35l+1 5l+1 5l&4 25 30 34 2620 1513
We begin by proving the following three propositions. Throughout we use the
notation of [Ca2]. Thus for G of untwisted type, U is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G, generated by root subgroups Xr for r a positive root in the root system
of G, and B=UT is a Borel subgroup, where T is the diagonal subgroup
generated by the elements hr (*) (* # F*q ) (see [Ca2, Chapter 7]). Also, by
the Bruhat decomposition [Ca2, 8.4.3], every element of G is expressible in
the form bnu for some b # B, u # U and n # N, the monomial subgroup.
Proposition 1.1. If G is of untwisted type, then for all u # U we have
L(u)rG .
Proposition 1.2. If G is of untwisted type, then for all b # B we have
b=ux for some u # U and some x satisfying L(x)sG .
Proposition 1.3. If G is of untwisted type, then for all g # G we have
g=by for some b # B and some y satisfying L( y)tG .
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Theorem 2 for untwisted groups will follow immediately, since given
g # G we then have
L(g)=L(by)=L(uxy)L(u)+L(x)+L( y)rG+sG+tG=nG ;
and in each case we see that nG5l+7.
We must first consider short root elements (when they exist).
Lemma 1.4. (i) If G=Bl (q), Cl (q) or F4 (q), and g is a short root
element of G, then L(g)=2 if p{2, while L(g)3 if p=2.
(ii) If G=G2 (q) for q>2, and g is a short root element of G, then
L(g)3.
Proof. (i) Let a and b be two roots with a short and b long, such that
a+b and 2a+b are also roots. If p{2, we have
xa(1) xb (1) xa(&1) } xa(&1) xb (&1) xa(1)=xa+b (\2),
the sign being determined by the structure constants; if however p=2 then
we have
xb (1) } xa(1) xb (1) xa(1) } x2a+b (1)=xa+b (1).
This proves the statement.
(ii) Let the roots of G be a, b, a+b, 2a+b, 3a+b and 3a+2b; we
take the structure constants as given in [Re]. If p{2 we have
xa(&1) xb (1) xa(1) } xa(1) xb (&1) xa(&1) } xb (2) x3a+b (2) xb (&2)
=xa+b (2);
thus for any short root element g we have L(g)3. Now let p=2; since
q{2, we may take * # Fq with *{0, 1. We then have
xb (*+1) } xa(*) xb (1) xa(*) } xa(1) xb (*) xa(1)=x2a+b (*2+*)x,
where x=xa(*+1) xa+b (*2+*); thus again we have L(g)3 for a short
root element g. K
Note that the covering number of G2 (2)$=U3 (3) is given in [Ka, p. 61]
as 4; thus G2 (2)$ certainly satisfies Theorem 1. Hereafter we assume that
q>2 if G=G2 (q).
We now prove our sequence of propositions.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. First assume G is exceptional. Here we
simply consult [Ch, En, Sh1, Sho, Mi1, Mi2], which list representatives of
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unipotent classes of G. Using Lemma 1.4, we observe from these lists that
any u # U may be written as a product of rG long root elements, where rG
is as above. (In fact it has been pointed out that [Mi2] contains a few
small errorstoo many unipotent classes are listed for E8 (q), q evenbut
this is irrelevant for the above observation.)
We now turn to the cases in which G is classical. Here we argue in a dif-
ferent manner. We will define t sequences Si=(: (i)1 , :
(i)
2 , ..., :
(i)
ni
) of positive
roots with the property that the sets [: (i)1 , :
(i)
2 , ..., :
(i)
ni
] partition 8+, the set
of all positive roots of G; setting Ui=>nij=1 X:j(i) for 1it, we then have
U=U1U2 } } } Ut . In most cases the sequences S i will be chosen in such a
way that each non-identity element of Ui will be a root element (long if all
roots in Si are long); in Bl we will require a slight modification of this, in
that each non-identity element of U1 will be the product of a (short) root
element and an element of U2 } } } Ut . Given u # U we may then write
u=u(1)u(2) } } } u (t) with each u(i) # Ui ; in Bl we may take x # U2 } } } Ut such
that u(1)x is a short root element, and adjust the elements u(2), ..., u(t) so
that we instead have u=(u(1)x) u(2) } } } u(t). It will then follow that each ele-
ment of U is a product of at most t root elements (with roots of known
lengths); using Lemma 1.4, we will see that L(u)rG for all u # U.
Let the simple roots of G be labelled in the usual manner. The sequences
Si are defined as follows. If G is of type Al we take t=l and set
Si=(:i , :i+:i+1 , ..., :i+: i+1+ } } } +:l) for i=1, ..., l.
If G is of type Bl we take t=2l&1 and set
S1=(:l , :l&1+:l , ..., :1+ } } } +:l&1+:l),
S2i=(:i , : i+:i+1 , ..., :i+:i+1+ } } } +:l&1)
for i=1, ..., l&1,
S2i+1=(: i+:i+1+ } } } +:l&1+2:l ,
:i+:i+1+ } } } +2:l&1+2:l , ...,
:i+2:i+1+ } } } +2:l&1+2:l) for i=1, ..., l&1.
If G is of type Cl we take t=l and set
S i=(:i , :i+:i+1 , ..., : i+ } } } +:l&1+:l ,
:i+ } } } +2:l&1+:l , ..., 2: i+ } } } +2:l&1+:l)
for i=1, ..., l&1,
Sl=(:l).
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Finally if G is of type Dl we take t=2l&4 and set
S2i&1=(:i , :i+:i+1 , ..., :i+ } } } +:l&2 , :i+ } } } +:l&2+:l&1)
for i=1, ..., l&4,
S2i=(:i+: i+1+ } } } +:l&2+:l&1+:l ,
:i+:i+1+ } } } +2:l&2+:l&1+:l , ...,
:i+2:i+1+ } } } +2:l&2+:l&1+:l) for i=1, ..., l&4,
S2l&7=(:l&3 , :l&3+:l&2+:l&1 , :l&3+:l&2+:l&1+:l),
S2l&6=(:l&2 , :l&3+:l&2 , :l&3+2:l&2+:l&1+:l),
S2l&5=(:l&1 , :l&2+:l&1 , :l&2+:l&1+:l),
S2l&4=(:l , :l&2+:l , :l&3+:l&2+:l).
To prove the statement about non-identity elements of each Ui , we
argue as follows. We observe that for each sequence Si , we have
;(i)jk =:
(i)
k &:
(i)
j # 8
+ if 1 j<kni ; moreover, for any 1 j $n i , any
positive linear combination of ; (i)jk and :
(i)
j $ which is a root lies in S i (unless
G is of type Bl and i=1). Thus take u(i) # U i , and write
u(i)=x:1(i) (t1) x:2(i) (t2) } } } x:(i)ni (tni)
with the tj # Fq ; if u(i){1, let j be minimal with tj{0, and write
u(i)j =x:j(i) (tj). We then recursively define u
(i)
j+1 , ..., u
(i)
ni
by u (i)k =(u
(i)
k&1)
gk for
gk=x;(i)jk (sk), where sj+1 , ..., sni # Fq are chosen successively such that the
component of u (i)k lying in X:(i)k agrees with that of u
(i). Unless G is of type
Bl and i=1, each conjugation applied preserves Ui ; thus we must have
u(i)ni =u
(i), and so u(i) is a root element (and is long if : (i)j is a long root).
In the remaining case we obtain u (1)l =u
(1)x where x # U2 } } } Ut . This proves
the result. K
Proof of Proposition 1.2. We may write b=u$h with u$ # U and h # T.
Now any element of T may be written as a product of terms
h; (*)=x; (*) x&; (&*&1) x; (*) } x; (&1) x&; (1) x; (&1)
for various * # F*q and roots ;. If G is of type Bl , Cl or F4 and ; is a short
root, there exists a long root # such (;, #) =1; then w; (#)=#&2; is a
long root, and we have h; (*)=h# (*) h#&2; (*&1). Similarly if G is of type
G2 with simple roots a (short) and b (long), we have ha(*)=
hb (*&2) h3a+2b (*). Thus we may write h as a product of terms h# (*) for
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long roots #. If we now let #1 , #2 , ..., #l be a fundamental system for the set
of long roots, each term h# (*) is a product > h#i (*i). We therefore have
h=h#1 (+1) h#2 (+2) } } } h#l (+l) for some + i # F*q .
Now the expression for h#i (+i) may be written
h#i (+i)=x#i (2+i&2) } x#i (2&+i) x&#i (&+ i
&1) x#i (+ i&2)
} x#i (1) x&#i (1) x#i (&1)=eixi yi ,
where ei=x#i (2+ i&2) # U, x i=x&#i (&+i
&1)x#i (+i&2) and yi=x&#i (1)
x#i (&1);
thus the xi and yi are long root elements. We therefore have
b=u$h=u$h#1 (+1) } } } h#l (+l)=u$e1x1 y1 } } } elxlyl
=u$e1 } } } el } x$1y$1 } } } x$ly$l=ux,
where x$i =x
ei+1 } } } el
i , y$i= y
ei+1 } } } el
i for 1il, x=x$1y$1 } } } x$ly$l and u=
u$e1 } } } el # U. Since the x$i and y$i are conjugates of the corresponding xi
and yi , we have
L(x)L(x$1)+L( y$1)+ } } } +L(x$l)+L( y$l)=2l=sG
as required. K
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Take g # G; using the Bruhat decomposition
we may write g=b$nv for some b$ # B, n # N and v # U. Let w be the
element of the Weyl group W=NT corresponding to n. It is shown in [Ca1]
that we may write w=w#1 } } } w#r for various roots #i , where rl; moreover
if G is of type Bl or G2 then such an expression can be found in which at
most one of the #i is short, while if G is of type Cl or F4 at most two of
the #i need be short. Now for each root # we have
n#=x# (1) x&# (&1) x# (1) # N,
with n#T=w# ; we therefore have n=h1n#1 } } } n#r for some h1 # T. Setting
b1=b$h1 # B we have g=b1n#1 } } } n#r v }
Next we observe that for 1ir we may write n#i=vizi , where
vi=x#i (2) # U, zi=x#i (&1) x&#i (&1) x#i (1);
thus each zi is a root element, and the number of short root elements zi is
at most one if G is of type Bl or G2 , and at most two if G is of type Cl
or F4 . We then have
g=b1n#1 } } } n#r v=b1 v1z1 } } } vrzrv=b1v1 } } } vrv } z$1 } } } z$r=by,
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where z$i =z
vi+1 } } } vrv
i for 1ir, y=z$1 } } } z$r and b=b1v1 } } } vrv # B. Since
each z$i is a conjugate of the corresponding zi , we see from the com-
ments above, together with Lemma 1.4, that L( y)=L(z$1 } } } z$r)tG as
required. K
We now consider G of twisted type. We begin with the groups obtained
as the fixed points of a Frobenius endomorphism of an untwisted group in
which all roots have the same length. As for the untwisted case, we define
numbers rG , sG , tG and nG=rG+sG+tG by the following table, in which
an entry ab indicates that the value is a if p=2 and b if p{2.
G 2Al (q) (l odd) 2Al (q) (l even) 2Dl (q) 2E6 (q) 3D4 (q)
rG 12 (3l&1)l 2l+1 2l&12l&2 1310 76
sG 3l&12l 2l+1 2l+22l 1612 8
tG 12 (l+9)
1
2 (l+5) l+2 l+1l 86 4
nG 5l+312 (7l+5) 5l+4 5l+25l&2 3728 1918
We shall prove the analogues of Propositions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 for these
groups; as before, the result will follow immediately, since in each case
nG5l+7.
Let \ be the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram involved in G. From
[Ca2, 13.6.3] we see that each root subgroup of G may be taken to have
one of the following forms:
[x: (t) : t # Fq]
if \(:)=:,
[x: (t) x\(:) (tq) : t # Fq2]
if \2 (:)=:{\(:) and (:, \(:))=0,
[x: (t) x\(:) (tq) x\2(:) (tq
2
) : t # Fq3]
if \3 (:)=:{\(:),
[x: (t) x\(:) (tq) x:+\(:) (u) : t, u # Fq2 , u+uq=tq+1]
if \(:){: and (:, \(:)){0.
The third of these only occurs if G=3D4 (q), and the last only if G= 2Al (q)
for l even. Long root subgroups are those of the first kind, unless
G=2Al (q) for l even when they are those of the fourth kind; root sub-
groups of the remaining kind in each case are short root subgroups.
Elements of order p lying in the centre of long root subgroups are long
root elements.
Let the simple roots be :1 , ..., :l as usually labelled. We shall find it con-
venient to use a notation which makes it clear that G has a root system as
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a twisted group. Thus if G=2Al (q) for l odd, we set m=(l+1)2 and
write
x;i (t)=x:i (t) x:l+1&i (t
q) (1im&1), x;m (t)=x:m (t);
then ;1 , ..., ;m are the simple roots in a root system of type Cm } If
G=2Al (q) for l even, we set m=l2 and write
x;i (t)=x:i (t) x:l+1&i (t
q) for 1i<m,
x;m (t, u)=x:m (t) x:m+1 (t
q) x:m+:m+1 (u);
then ;1 , ..., ;m are the simple roots in a root system of type Bm , and
x;m (0, u) is a long root element. If G=
2Dl (q), we write
x;i (t)=x:i (t) for 1i<l&1, x;l&1 (t)=x:l&1 (t) x:l (t
q);
then ;1 , ..., ;l&1 are the simple roots in a root system of type Bl&1 } If
G=2E6 (q), we write
x;1 (t)=x:2 (t), x;2 (t)=x:4 (t), x;3 (t)=x:3 (t) x:5 (t
q), x;4 (t)=x:1 (t) x:6 (t
q);
then ;1 , ;2 , ;3 , ;4 are the simple roots in a root system of type F4 . Finally,
if G=3D4 (q), writing n1 n2 n3n4 for the positive root  ni :i and assuming
that \(:1)=:3 , we write
xa(t)=x1000 (t) x0010 (tq) x0001 (tq
2
),
xb (t)=x0100 (t),
xa+b (t)=x1100 (t) x0110 (tq) x0101 (tq
2
),
x2a+b (t)=x1110 (t) x0111 (tq) x1101 (tq
2
),
x3a+b (t)=x1111 (t),
x3a+2b (t)=x1211 (t);
then a, b, a+b, 2a+b, 3a+b, 3a+2b form the positive roots in a root
system of type G2 .
We have commutator relations which for the most part are very similar
to those in untwisted groups. If G= 3D4 (q), [La] contains commutator
relations which reduce to those of G2 (q) if all parameters concerned lie
in Fq . For convenience, we repeat them here; if we write Tr(t)=t+tq+tq
2
and N(t)=tq2+q+1 for t # Fq3 , the non-trivial commutator relations in U
are
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[xb (t), xa(u)]=xa+b(tu) x2a+b (tuq
2+q) x3a+b (tN(u))
_x3a+2b (&t2N(u)),
[xa+b (t), xa(u)]=x2a+b (tq
2uq+tquq2) x3a+b (Tr(tuq
2+q))
_x3a+2b (&Tr(tq
2+qu)),
[x2a+b (t), xa(u)]=x3a+b (Tr(tu)),
[x3a+b (t), xb (u)]=x3a+2b (tu),
[x2a+b (t), xa+b (u)]=x3a+2b (&Tr(tu)).
Next assume that G= 2Al (q) for l odd, 2Dl (q) or 2E6 (q) } If # and $ are
two roots such that #+$ is also a root, we have
[x# (t), x$ (u)]={
x#+$ (\tu)
if #, $ and #+$ all have the same length;
x#+$ (\tu) x#+2$ (\tuq+1)
if # is long and $ is short;
x#+$ (\tuq\tqu)
if # and $ are short but #+$ is long.
Finally assume that G= 2Al (q) for l even; here things are rather more
complicated. For one thing, long and short root subgroups of G
correspond to short and long roots of Bm respectively; for another, two
elements lying in the same long root subgroup need not commute. The
commutator relations may be summarized as follows. Let # and $ be two
roots with # long and $ short, such that #+$ and #+2$ are also roots;
then the non-trivial commutator relations among the four corresponding
root subgroups are the following.
[x$ (t, u), x$ (v, w)]=x$ (0, \(tvq&tqv)),
[x$ (t, u), x# (v)]=x#+$ (\tv, \uvq+1) x#+2$ (\uqv),
[x$ (t, u), x#+$ (v, w)]=x#+2$ (\tqv),
[x# (t), x#+2$ (u)]=x#+$ (0, \(tuq&tqu),
[x#+$ (t, u), x#+$ (v, w)]=x#+$ (0, \(tvq&tqv)).
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We must first consider elements lying in root subgroups which are not
themselves long root elements.
Lemma 1.5. (i) If G= 2Al (q) for l odd, 2Dl (q) or 2E6 (q), and g{1
lies in a short root subgroup, then L(g)=2 if p{2, while L(g)3 if p=2.
(ii) If G=3D4 (q) for q>2, and g{1 lies in a short root subgroup,
then L(g)3.
(iii) If G= 2Al (q) for l even, and g{1 lies in a short root subgroup,
then L(g)=2; if g{1 lies in a long root subgroup but is not a long root
element, then L(g)4.
Proof. (i) Let a and b be two roots with a short and b long, such that
a+b and 2a+b are also roots; then the formulae given in Lemma 1.4(i)
hold.
(ii) For an appropriate choice of structure constants, the formulae
given in Lemma 1.4(ii) hold.
(iii) First assume that l=2; here there is no short root subgroup.
Using the character table for 2A2 (q) given in [SF], we calculate that the
fourth power of the class of long root elements does contain all other
elements lying in a root subgroup; thus L(g)4 for such elements as
required.
Now assume that l>2. For any * # Fq2 satisfying *q&1=&1 we see
that x;m (0, *) is a long root element; for any + # Fq2 we may take & # Fq2
satisfying &+&q=+q+1, and we then have
x;m&1 \ &
q
+q
&++ x;m (0, &*) x;m&1 \+&&
q
+q+
} x;m&1 \ &
q
+q+ x;m (0, *) x;m&1 \&
&q
+q+=x;m&1+;m (*+).
Thus we see that L(g)=2 if g is a short root element of G. Next, given
t # F*q2 and u # Fq2 satisfying u+u
q=tq+1, we may take v # Fq2 such that
v+vq=(ut)q+1; then if we set
y=x;m \t& utq , v+ , z=x;m \&
u
tq
, v+ ,
we find that
x;m&1 (1)
y } x;m&1 (&1)
z=x;m&1+2;m (t, u).
Thus for any g{1 lying in a long root subgroup which is not itself a long
root element, we have L(g)4 as required. K
Note that this result excludes the case of 3D4 (2); the following shows
that this group does satisfy Theorem 2.
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Proposition 1.6. If G= 3D4 (2), then L(g)5 for all g # G.
Proof. We apply the character-theoretic method described at the begin-
ning of this section. The character table of G is given in [At]; in the nota-
tion there, the long root elements lie in the class 2A. We find that the
square of the class 2A contains classes 3A and 4A; next, the product of
classes 2A and 3A contains classes 6A, 7D and 8B. Taking each of these in
turn, the product of classes 2A and 6A contains classes 3B, 12A, 13A, 13B,
13C, 21A, 21B, 21C, 28A, 28B and 28C; the product of classes 2A and 7D
contains classes 7A, 7B, 7C, 9A, 9B and 9C; and the product of classes 2A
and 8B contains classes 4B, 4C and 6B. Finally the product of classes 2A
and 6B contains the remaining classes 2B, 8A, 14A, 14B, 14C, 18A, 18B
and 18C, which proves the result. K
Hereafter we assume that q>2 if G= 3D4 (q). We now begin our
sequence of propositions for the twisted groups.
Proposition 1.7. If G= 2Al (q), 2Dl (q), 2E6 (q) or 3D4 (q), then for all
u # U we have L(u)rG .
Proof. First assume that G=3D4 (q). In [La] appears a list of repre-
sentatives of the unipotent conjugacy classes; again, for convenience we
repeat it here. Let * be a nonsquare element of Fq , ! be an element of Fq
such that X2&X&! is an irreducible polynomial over Fq , and + # Fq3 "Fq
with Tr(+)=0; the class representatives are then as follows.
p=2 p3
x3a+2b (1) x3a+2b (1)
x2a+b (1) x2a+b (1)
xb (1)x3a+b (1) xb (1)x2a+b (1)
xa+b (1)x2a+b (1)x3a+b (1+!) xb (1)x2a+b (*)
xa(1)xa+b (+) xa(1)xa+b (+)
xa(1)xb (1) xa(1)xb (1)
xa(1)xb (1)x2a+b (!)
Using Lemma 1.5(ii) we see that L(u)rG for all u # U as required.
Next assume that G= 2Al (q) for l odd or 2Dl (q). Exactly as in the
proof of Proposition 1.1, we may partition the set of positive roots into
sequences Si , and argue that each element of the corresponding product Ui
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of root subgroups is a root element (or is the product of a root element
and an element of U2 } } } Ut if i=1 and the root system is of type Bm).
Lemma 1.5(i) and (iii) now gives the result.
Next assume that G=2E6 (q). We again define sequences S i as follows:
S1=(;4 , ;3+;4 , ;2+;3+;4 , ;1+;2+;3+;4),
S2=(;3 , ;2+;3 , ;1+;2+;3),
S3=(;2+2;3+;4 , ;1+;2+2;3+;4 , ;1+2;2+2;3+;4 ,
;1+2;2+3;3+;4 , ;1+2;2+3;3+2;4),
S4=(;1 , ;1+;2+2;3+2;4 , 2;1+3;2+4;3+2;4),
S5=(;2 , ;1+;2 , ;1+2;2+2;3),
S6=(;2+2;3 , ;1+;2+2;3 , ;1+2;2+4;3+2;4),
S7=(;2+2;3+2;4 , ;1+;2+2;3+2;4 , ;1+3;2+4;3+2;4).
Thus S1 , S2 and S3 contain the short roots, while S4 , S5 , S6 and S7
contain the long roots. As in Proposition 1.1, for 1i7 we let Ui be the
corresponding product of root subgroups; we may then argue as before to
see that each non-identity element of Ui is either a product of a short root
element and an element of U4 U5 U6 U7 if i<4, or a long root element if
i4. We therefore deduce that for each u # U we have L(u)3n+4, where
L(g)n for a short root element g; Lemma 1.5(i) now gives the result.
Finally assume that G= 2Al (q) for l even. We follow the outline of the
argument used in the proof of Proposition 1.1, although some details
require modification. We take the sequences S1 , ..., Sl&1 as before, and
define the corresponding products Ui of root subgroups. The argument that
each non-identity element of Ui for i>1 is a root element goes through as
before (note that in performing the conjugations to obtain this, we are
never in the situation of the commutator relation [x# (t), x#+2$ (u)]=
x#+$ (0, \(tuq&tqu)), because in any sequence S i the sum of any root and
any root difference is never twice a short root). We must treat U1 a little
differently, though. For brevity write $i=;i+;i+1+ } } } +;m for 1im;
then S1=($1 , ..., $m). Given a non-identity element u # U1 , write
u=x$1 (t1 , u1)...x$m (tm , um).
First assume that ti=0 for all i; let j be minimal such that uj{0. As before,
we may successively conjugate x$j (0, uj) by terms x$k&$j (sk) to write u as
a product of a long root element and some x # U2 ...Ul&1 . Now assume
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conversely that some ti is non-zero. Let j be minimal such that tj{0 is
non-zero, and i be minimal such that (ti , ui){(0, 0). We may then write
u=u$u" with
u$=x$i (0, u i) } } } x$j&1 (0, u j&1), u"=x$j (t j , uj) } } } x$m (tm , um);
the argument just given shows that if u${1 then u$ is a product of a long
root element and some x # U2 } } } Ul&1 . We must therefore consider u";
again, we successively conjugate x$j (t j , uj). At each stage we first conjugate
by x$k&$j (sk) for some sk to obtain an element whose component in the $k
root subgroup is x$k (tk , uk $) for some uk $; we then adjust this second
parameter by conjugating further by some x$k (xk , yk). This shows that
any non-identity element of U1 may be written as u(1)x for some
x # U2 } } } Ul&1 , where u
(1) is a long root element, an element of a long root
subgroup which is not a long root element, or a product of the two. By
Lemma 1.5(iii) we therefore have L(u(1))5; thus for all u # U we have
L(u)5+2(l&2)=2l+1 as required. K
Proposition 1.8. If G= 2Al (q), 2Dl (q), 2E6 (q) or 3D4 (q), then for all
b # B we have b=ux for some u # U and some x satisfying L(x)sG .
Proof. We may write b=u$h with u$ # U and h # T. Any element of T
may be written as a product of terms h:i (* i); if \(:i)=: j then we must have
*qi =*j .
Assume first that the simple root :i is fixed by \; then we have
x:i (t)=x;j (t) for some j, and
h:i (*i)=x;j (* i) x&;j (&* i
&1) x;j (*i) } x;j (&1) x&;j (1) x;j (&1).
The formula given in the proof of Proposition 1.2 now shows that h:i (*i)
has the form ei xiyi , where ei # U and xi and yi are long root elements.
Next assume that \(:i) is orthogonal to :i . If G{ 3D4 (q) we have
x:i (t) x\(:i) (t
q)=x;j (t) for some j, and then
h:i (*i) h\(:i) (*i
q)=x;j (* i) x&;j (&*i
&1) x;j (* i) } x;j (&1) x&;j (1) x;j (&1);
on the other hand if G= 3D4 (q) we have x:i (t) x\(:i) (t
q) x\2(:i) (t
q2)=x;j (t)
for some j, and then
h:i (*i) h\(:i) (*
q
i ) h\2(:i) (*
q2
i )
=x;j (*i) x&;j (&*i
&1) x;j (*i) } x;j (&1) x&;j (1) x;j (&1).
In each of the above cases we may again write the element of T as eixi yi ,
where ei # U and xi and yi are short root elements. It remains to treat the
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element h:m (*) h:m+1 (*
q) # 2Al (q), where l=2m. From [Ca2, 13.7.2 and
13.7.3] we see that (in the notation employed here) we may write
h:m (*) h:m+1 (*
q)=x;m (0, +) x&;m (0, +
&1) x;m (0, +)
} x;m (&
qt, &) x&;m (&t
q, &&1) x;m (&t, &),
where +++q=0, &&1+&&q=tq+1, and *=+q&&1. We may then as before
write this element of T as emxmym , where em # U, xm is a long root element
and ym is a conjugate of an element in a long root subgroup.
Finally, as in Proposition 1.2 we have
b=u$h=u$ ‘
l
i=1
h:i(*i)=u$e1x1y1 } } } emxmym
=u$e1 } } } em } x$1 y$1 } } } x$m y$m=ux,
where x$i =x
ei+1 } } } em
i , y$i= y
ei+1 } } } em
i for 1im, x=x$1 y$1 } } } x$m y$m and
u=u$e1 } } } em # U. Since the x$i and y$i are conjugates of the corresponding
xi and yi , using Lemma 1.5 we have
L(x)L(x$1)+L( y$1)+ } } } +L(x$m)+L( y$m)=sG
as required. K
Proposition 1.9. If G= 2Al (q), 2Dl (q), 2E6 (q) or 3D4 (q), then for all
g # G we have g=by for some b # B and some y satisfying L( y)tG .
Proof. Take g # G; using the Bruhat decomposition we may write
g=b$nv for some b$ # B, n # N and v # U. Let w be the element of the Weyl
group W=NT corresponding to n. Exactly as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.3, we may write w=w#1 ...w#r for various roots #i , where rm and at
most p of the #i are short; here m=(l+1)2, (l2), l&1, 4 or 2 and p=2,
1, 1, 2 or 1 according as G= 2Al (q) for l odd, 2Al (q) for l even, 2Dl (q),
2E6 (q) or 3D4 (q). Unless # is long and G= 2Al (q) for l even, we have the
element n# # N with n#T=w# as in the proof of Proposition 1.3; in the
remaining case we see from [Ca2, 13.7.2 and 13.7.3] that we may take
n#=x;m (0, +) x&;m (0, +
&1) x;m (0, +)
=x;m (0, 2+) } x;m (0, &+) x&;m (0, +
&1) x;m (0, +) # N,
where +++q=0. Thus we have n=h1n#1 } } } n#r for some h1 # T ; setting
b1=b$h1 # B we have g=b1n#1 } } } n#r . Since each n#i has the form vizi for
vi # U and zi a root element, we obtain
g=b1n#1 } } } n#r v=b1v1z1 } } } vrzrv=b1 v1 } } } vrv } z$1 } } } z$r=by,
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where z$i =z
vi+1 } } } vrv
i for 1ir, y=z$1 } } } z$r and b=b1v1 } } } vrv # B. Since
each z$i is a conjugate of the corresponding zi , we see from the com-
ments above, together with Lemma 1.5, that L( y)=L(z$1 } } } z$r)tG as
required. K
We are therefore left with the Suzuki and Ree groups to consider. In
[ACM, 4.1] and [Ka, p. 61], the character-theoretic method mentioned at
the beginning of this section is used to show that the covering numbers of
2B2 (q) and 2G2 (3)$=L2 (8) are 3. We shall apply this technique to prove
the next two results.
Proposition 1.10. If G=2G2 (q) with q>3, then the covering number of
G is 3.
Proof. The character table of 2G2 (q) is given in [Wa], whose notation
we use. We find that the only classes C such that C2 fails to contain all
non-identity elements of G are those represented by X (the class of long
root elements), T \1 and J; in each case C2 does contain all classes
represented by elements Ra{1, and then the product of any one of these
classes and C contains all non-identity elements of G. Moreover, C2 also
contains the identity for all classes C except those represented by T \1,
YT \1 and JT \1 (since only these fail to be self-inverse); for these six
classes we find that the cube does also contain the identity. K
Proposition 1.11. If G= 2F4 (2)$, then L(g)4 for all g # G.
Proof. The character table of G is given in [At]; in the notation there,
the long root elements lie in the class 2A. We find that the square of the
class 2A contains classes 2B, 4C and 5A; the product of classes 2A and 4C
contains all further classes except 3A, 12A and 12B; finally the square of
the class 5A contains the remaining three classes. K
Proposition 1.12. If G=2F4 (q) with q>2, then L(g)18 for all
g # G.
Proof. We write q=2%2, and use the notation of [Sh2]. Elements of U
have the form >12i=1:i (ti) for t i # Fq . The elements :i (ti) for ti{0 lie in
three conjugacy classes: those with i=2, 8, 11, 12 lie in one class, that of
the long root elements; those with i=3, 7, 9, 10 lie in a second class; those
with i=1, 4, 5, 6 lie in a third. For the second of these classes we may
write
:10 (1)=(:8 (1) :2 (1) :8 (1) } :2 (1)):1(1):4(1),
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so that L(:10 (1))=2. For the third the situation is more complicated. Take
# # Fq with #{0, 1; then #2%+#{0, so we may set ‘=(#2%+#)&1. We then
have
:5 (#2%+#)=(:3 (1) :2 (#) :3 (1) } :2 (#+1)
} :4 (#2%+#) :3 (#) :2 (1) :3 (#) :4 (#2%+#) } :12 (t))g,
where g=:3 (‘(#2%+1+#)) :4 (‘(#4%+#2%)) :6 (‘(#3+#2)) :7 (#2) and
t=#6%+#4%+2+#2%+3+#2%+1+‘(#4%+2+#2%+4+#2%+2+#4));
thus conjugating by a suitable element of T we have L(:5 (1))4. Finally,
from Table II of [Sh2] and the above, we see that L(u)11 for any u # U.
Now if we write n1n2n3n4 for the positive root  ni :i in F4 , a typical
element of T has the form
h1000 (*) h0100 (+) h0010 (+2%) h0001 (*2%)
=h1100 (*) h0011 (*2%) } h0100 (*&1+) h0010 ((*&1+)2%).
From [Ca2, 13.7.4] we see that we may write
h0100 (&) h0010 (&2%)=:1 (&2%&1) :&2 (&&1) :1 (&2%&1) } :1 (1) :&2 (1) :1 (1),
h1100 (&) h0011 (&2%)=:4 (&2%&1) :&8 (&&1) :4 (&2%&1) } :4 (1) :&8 (1) :4 (1),
where the notation :&i (t) has the obvious meaning. Thus for any h # T we
have L(h)4; so L(b)15 for all b # B.
Next we consider elements of N. The Weyl group W=NT is dihedral of
order 16, generated by involutions wa and wb . From [Ca2, 13.7.4] we see
that we may take elements na , nb # N giving rise to wa and wb , where
na=:3 (1) :&3 (1) :3 (1), nb=:1 (1) :&2 (1) :1 (1);
from above we know that L(:&2 (1))=1 and L(:&3 (1))=2.
To conclude, let g # G and write g=bnv with b # B, n # N and v # U; take
w # W corresponding to n, and write w as a product of terms wa and wb .
Since W is dihedral, w has the form (wawb)r, (wa wb)r wa or wb (wa wb)r for
some r; the second and third are conjugates of wa or wb , while the first is
either (wa wb)s wa(wawb) &s } wb or ((wawb)s wa)wb ((wa wb)s wa)&1 } wb . By
adjusting b by an element of T we may assume that n is the corresponding
product of conjugates of na and nb ; thus from the above we see that
L(n)3. Since then
L(g)=L(bnv)=L(bv } nv)L(bv)+L(nv)=L(bv)+L(n)18,
we have proved the result. K
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We have therefore shown that all finite simple groups of Lie type satisfy
Theorem 2.
2. DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 1
Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2 and the following lemma, which is
essentially extracted from the arguments of [HLS].
Lemma 2.1. If G is a simple group of Lie type, then cd(G)
8 max[L(g) : 1{ g # G].
Proof. If G is a Suzuki group 2B2(q) or a Ree group 2G2(q), then
cn(G)=3 by [ACM, 4.1] and Proposition 1.10. If G=U3(3) the conclu-
sion follows from [Ka, p.61]. Now suppose G is one of the remaining
groups. Let C=xG be a non-identity conjugacy class in G, and let g # G.
The proofs of [HLS, Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3] show that there are
elements x1 , ..., xt # G (t3) such that u=[x, x1 , ...., xt] is a long root ele-
ment of G. Observe that u is a product of 2t8 conjugates of x\1. Since
g is a product of at most L(g) conjugates of u, it follows that g is a product
of at most 8L(g) conjugates of x\1. The result follows. K
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